
 

 

 

 Electro-Mechanical Technicians  

 

Inca Digital Printers is an industry leader in the design, development and manufacture of 

inkjet printers for the print industry.  We seek versatile and skilled Electro-Mechanical 

Technicians to ensure Inca products are built to the required safety and quality standards 

prior to commissioning.   

 

Our product range is prestigious and the manufacturing process is complex, demanding 

flexible deployment of ‘hand on’ skills and requiring positive teamwork and cooperation 

between Technician colleagues.    

 

Candidates will be required to offer substantial technical knowledge of both electrical and 

mechanical engineering principles and techniques, supported by a minimum formal 

qualification, BTEC Level 3/HNC Mechanical or Electrical Engineering (or equivalent 

practical experience).  Candidates must also possess proven build and test experience to 

support formal qualifications/training from employment within a relevant commercial 

environment/industry.  The ability to be able to read complex technical drawings and 

picking up on alterations from drawings when order specification demands amendments 

is essential.   

 

Previous practical experience of complex electro-mechanical build, high or low 

voltage applications, machine wiring, panel building, electro-mechanical maintenance 

from within a trade shop/mechanical machine building environment will also be required.   

 

This is a shift position based upon a 37.5 hour working week (Monday to Friday) with 

overtime opportunities and a competitive benefits package.  The current working is day 

a fixed shift, which may alter to rota shift working from time to time to cover business 

needs. 



 

 

To apply: please click ‘Apply’ to upload a CV including relevant formal 

qualifications/training courses and detail of practical skills and abilities, including examples 

of build work that are relevant to our needs, plus a cover letter to include salary 

expectations, current location and period of notice required.   

 

Inca Digital was the first company to design and manufacture a moving table flatbed 

printer for the printing industry in 2001 with the Eagle 44. Since then, the company has 

proved itself as an innovator and leader in the field of inkjet producing another eleven 

machine model designs to date, resulting in industry acclaim.  Visit our website at 

www.incadigital.com to view our current product range and world-wide markets and to 

see the size, quality and complexity of our products.   

 

http://www.incadigital.com/

